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Observation of bicarbonate in calcite by NMR spectroscopy
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ABSTRACT
We show that the signal observed in 13C{1H} cross-polarization magic-angle-spinning (CP/MAS)
NMR spectra of synthetic calcite precipitated at room temperature arises from bicarbonate ion. Although this peak occurs at the same chemical shift as for the bulk carbonate signal, its observation by
CP/MAS indicates that it corresponds to carbonate associated with H. The variation in the CP/MAS
intensity with contact time shows oscillations characteristic of C-H pairs separated by 1.9(1) Å and
remote from other H, consistent with bicarbonate. 13C{1H} heteronuclear correlation spectra indicate
that the hydrogen in the bicarbonate groups gives a relatively narrow 1H NMR signal at +7.4 ppm. A
peak at this chemical shift is also observed in direct-observe 1H MAS NMR spectra of the synthetic
sample, and also in natural biogenic and abiogenic calcite. This 1H chemical shift indicates a moderate hydrogen bonding interaction d(OH…O) ≈1.85 Å, which suggests signiÞcant structural relaxation
occurs near the bicarbonate.
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INTRODUCTION
Interaction with organic matter has a large inßuence on the
precipitation and growth of calcite as both biomineral and in
abiogenic settings. As a result, naturally occurring calcite from
many low-temperature environments contains some organic
material considered to be “intracrystalline” in the sense that the
organic molecules are inaccessible to ßuids, but are released
upon digestion of the mineral (Berman et al. 1990; Sykes et
al. 1995; Walton 1998; Ramseyer et al. 1997; Neuweiler et al.
2000). Most studies of this intracrystalline organic matter have
relied on extraction and concentration methods for subsequent
analysis. Study by in situ spectroscopic (Ramseyer et al. 1997)
and microchemical (Dauphin et al. 2005; Takahashi et al. 2004b)
methods is needed to understand the structural relationship between occluded organic molecules and the calcite host.
NMR spectroscopy is a potentially useful tool for study of
natural and synthetic calcite/organic composites because of its
sensitivity to the relevant light elements (13C, 1H, and 15N), and
its ability to establish spatial proximities via through-space dipole-dipole interactions. Several studies have reported 13C NMR
data for synthetic calcite/organic composites, using 13C{1H}
cross-polarization magic-angle-spinning (CP/MAS) methods.
In all cases, these spectra contain peaks from carbonate groups
in addition to those from the organic molecules (Ueyama et al.
1998, 2001; Takahashi et al. 2004a; Phillips et al. 2005). Signal
observed by 13C{1H} CP/MAS arises only from carbon atoms
within a few Å of rigid 1H nuclei. Bulk carbonate groups more
distant from 1H are invisible to this technique, making it possible
to use CP/MAS NMR to detect carbonate groups located near
intracrystalline organic molecules (Takahashi et al. 2004b). We
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have found that 13C{1H} CP/MAS NMR spectra of inorganically
precipitated calcite samples formed in low-temperature settings, both natural and synthetic, contain a peak at the position
for carbonate carbon, even for samples in which the organic
content is low. Here we report NMR spectroscopic data for one
such sample, prepared with 13C-enriched carbonate, that show
bicarbonate to be the source of the CP/MAS signal. These bicarbonate ions yield a distinctive signal in 1H MAS NMR spectra
that is also observed in natural calcite. These results indicate
that bicarbonate ion is a signiÞcant source of CP/MAS signal in
biogenic and other natural calcites.

SAMPLE MATERIALS
A synthetic 13C-enriched calcite sample was prepared by the seeded constant
addition method, as described in detail by Phillips et al. (2005). Brießy, about 0.7 g
of 13C-enriched overgrowth was precipitated on 0.5 g of 5 µm calcite seeds (natural
13
C abundance) in a 0.7 L suspension, by addition of 0.1 M CaCl2 and Na213CO3
solutions at 150 µL min–1. The crystals are rhombohedral and give XRD patterns
consistent with calcite as the only phase present. A portion of a calcite speleothem
(ER67a) from the Grotta di Ernesto (Italy) was crushed to –120 mesh and treated in
commercial sodium hypochlorite solution for nine days and rinsed. Reagent grade
sodium bicarbonate (Alfa Aesar) and a natural trona specimen from the Westvaco
mine, Sweetwater Co., Wyoming (Wards) were also examined.

NMR SPECTROSCOPY
Solid-state NMR spectra were obtained on a 400 MHz (9.4 T)
Varian Inova spectrometer operating at 100.6 MHz for 13C and
399.76 MHz for 1H. The 13C{1H} CP/MAS spectra were obtained
with a Varian T3 probe assembly conÞgured for 7.5 mm (o.d.)
rotors. The 1H MAS NMR spectra were obtained at a spinning
rate of 15 kHz with a Chemagnetics probe assembly Þtted for
4 mm rotors and modiÞed to yield low 1H background. The
13
C{1H} cross-polarization dynamics were measured at a spinning rate of 3.0 kHz at the n = 1 sideband match condition, with
the carbonate centerband on-resonance and no modulation of the

